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Heather Hubbard
Keynote

Simple Courage™

Orlando Bowen
Keynote

How to be a GameChanger When
The Game Itself Has Changed

Jen Kem
Keynote

Values-Driven and Intention-Mechanism:
The Secret to Staying in Flow During

the Hustle
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Amber Vilhauer
Workshop

How Conscious Leaders Scale Influence in Online Marketing

As the COVID-19 pandemic shut down the world, businesses flocked online to
market.  This forced transition has given leaders the opportunity to redirect their
focus towards scaling influence in online marketing.  Now more than ever, the
most critical pillars to focus on are collaboration, making genuine connections,

positioning, and securing market share. In this session we will discuss the
thought leadership behind intentional connection, how content marketing and

live streaming have become top components of scaling influence and break
these processes down into a structure that empowers you to take action.

Content planning exercise and worksheets provided.

Amy Gardner
Roundtable

How to move forward in your career, even in extraordinary
circumstances

How can you plan your career when so much is outside your control? How can
you figure out where you want to be in five years—or even one year—when you

don’t have a crystal ball and it feels like the ground is constantly shifting
beneath your feet?  Join this roundtable led by Amy M. Gardner, a former

lawyer and now certified career development and career transitions coach, to
learn why you need a career map more than ever, and how to build one.

Amy Griggs
Morning Activity

Summer Camp Peloton Group Ride

Are you a Peloton enthusiast? Join your fellow Summer Camp attendees on the
Peloton leaderboard and get your blood pumping and your inspiration flowing
during this half hour Ally Love Women of Pop ride! We will all ride under the

hashtag #mysummercampjoy so that we can cheer each other on with high fives
for this half hour of fun. Meet us on the leaderboard before Summer Camp

starts for the day and we will all be singing on our bikes, at home, but together!
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Autumn Witt Boyd
Roundtable

Building a modern / virtual business in an old school industry

Are you looking to start or grow a 21st century business in a profession that
seems locked in the dark ages?  This is for you if you're in law, finance, and
other highly regulated industries that are slow to change and resistant to

innovation. We'll go over the technology, strategies, and tactics I've used to
grow and scale my virtual law firm, that you can apply no matter what industry
you're in.  Bring your questions and ideas, and let's turn your online business

dreams into reality.

Del Friday
Campfire Story

Joy in Difficult Circumstances: Lessons from Children’s
Hospital

When people ask how I can stay happy in difficult circumstance, I usually tell
them that this is not a happy smile this is a joyful smile. Many people mix-up the
emotion of happiness with the attitude of joy. Happiness is feeling or emotion

based on your circumstance. It is hard to be happy in difficult times. Joy, on the
other hand, is often present when there is sorrow or darkness. Joy is not a

reaction. Joy is an attitude you choose.

Write a Must-Read Book

Imagine writing a book that inspires change in readers. A book that motivates
them to fix something, to change their mind about something, to change their
behavior, to grow, to make bold decisions and take important action. Imagine

writing a book that readers underline, dog-ear, and highlight; a book people re-
read again, and again, and again. Imagine writing a book that people love so
much, they fly across the country just to meet the author and say, “Thank you.

Your book changed my life.” In her masterclass, AJ Harper shares her
foundation of her “Reader First” method for writing a “must read,” the same
method she used to ghostwrite and edit critically-acclaimed books, award-

winners, and perennial bestsellers.

Anjanette Harper
Workshop
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Heather Chauvin
Workshop

Energetic Time Management Process
Manage Your Energy Not Your Time

ETM is a transformative and simple-to-implement process that will show you
how to set up your week in alignment with how you want to feel.

This workshop gives you the actionable steps you can(or need to) take to solve
the problem of, “How can I do it all without feeling exhausted?”

Iffy Ibekwe
Campfire Story

Just Start (And Keep Going):
How to Overcome Inertia and Live without Regret

In this talk, Iffy Ibekwe describes how she transformed her life from a
stereotypical, risk averse, paper-pushing lawyer to a bold woman who

unapologetically pursues opportunities and regret-free living.

Erika Royal
Workshop

The Role of Thought Work in Becoming Anti-Racist

The recent, tragic events in America have led to intense interest in the Black
Lives Matter movement, and an increase in efforts to address systemic racism. 
The discussion has shifted from claims of being colorblind and “not racist” to

the active pursuit of becoming “anti-racist.”  In this workshop, Erika will
explain why thought work is an essential tool in any effort to transform from

being “not racist” to “anti-racist.” She will challenge participants to
uncover, examine, and question the thoughts and beliefs they bring to this

issue and outline the critical steps necessary in nurturing this evolution.
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Kathy Klotz-Guest
Campfire Story

Embrace Your Inner Improvised Leader

We improvise every day. You may not think of yourself as an improviser. 
 Because improvisers are funny and you think "I can't do that!"

Yes, and... you can! Thinking like an improviser means unleashing more of your
'you-ness' across everything you do. It's about saying 'yes and!' to all of who

you are so you can unlock all the great things:  being humorous, more playful,
spontaneous, unapologetic, confident and empathetic.

Feel like you're not being all of you more of the time? Let's embrace your inner
playful and badass improviser. This short and fun talk will cover a few improv

concepts to highlight your own mojo!!!!

Indrani Goradia
Campfire Story

Is There Hope for Couch Potatoes?

From couch potato to elite athlete in 5 months. This will be funny and
motivating to the listeners. My speaking style is storytelling. When we allow

what and who we are in the past to determine the trajectory of our future, we
are harming ourselves. I overcame major depression at 49, learned to swim at

49.5 and completed an Olympic Distance Triathlon at 50 and 3 days.

Irene Pace
Workshop

Your Business is Growing, Your Waistline Doesn't Have To:
How to Get Extra Weight Out of Your Way

Grab your travel mug and join Irene in the dining hall to get clear on:
 -why you eat the way you do 

- why it is a solution that made sense for you (then)
- what you can do instead (now)

It’s never too late to stop trying harder at what you know is not working. Learn
tools to begin to navigate your eating in a totally different way. Don’t hack this

eating thing. Solve it.
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Laura Vaughan
Campfire Story

The Gift of Stuck

When was the last time you got stuck?  How about your employees, your
children, your friends?  Everyone gets stuck, and in fact, getting stuck can be

good – a gift, even!  Staying stuck though….it robs us of experiencing our own
potential and robs those we love of experiencing theirs. 

 
Join Laura in an eye-opening presentation on the 4 different kinds of stuck,

including what they look like and more importantly, what we can do about them
– for ourselves and others.

Serendipity Sunrise Yoga

Collapse time, space and reality to manifest your highest potential and make a
quantum leap into your big dreams starting NOW! Suzanne will guide you to
connect to the highest version of yourself using the laws of energetics and
quantum mechanics to clear out the old and bring in the larger visions your

heart and soul are excited to deliver to you. All you have to do to have this next
level experience is join us.

Laura Hayes
Morning Activity

Your Own Kind of Love Warrior

While the word authenticity has become a fad and means different things in
different places the truth of the need for us to connect to who we are and show
up as ourselves continues to be as necessary as ever. Many of us find ourselves
asking how we can make a difference in a world where justice is needed and to
do so in ways that are meaningful and impactful. In this session we will unpack
how to use our authentic voice, our unique gifts to show up as ourselves AND
also be change agents around the issues we care about. You never lost your

voice. We just need to practice using it.

Kori Carew
Roundtable
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How to Disrupt the Virtual World

Learn how to navigate the world right now. In this time where everyone is
online, learn how to stand out, authentically connect with others and have an

impact on the world. In a world where there is so much noise, learn how to set
yourself apart as well as finding the virtual space that is the right one for you.

Mia LaMotte
Workshop

Is Good Really Better Than Done?
Letting Go Of Perfectionism

Although perfectionism can feel productive (who doesn't want to deliver high
standards?) it can set you behind, add a lot of stress, and even impact your
confidence. On the other hand, in some circumstances, your desire to be

perfect has its place. Join this discussion about when perfectionism does and
doesn't serve you and how to let it go when it's not in your best interest.

Mridu Parikh
Roundtable

Likky Lavji
Workshop

Is Your Own BS (Blind Spots) Getting in the Way?
Know How to Navigate Them

Learn a different perspective on the root cause of people disengagement,
employee retention, lack of getting proper results and how to turn an

organization around.



To become an effective global leader, you must be able to breakthrough
cultural and personal barriers. For example, Americans communicate directly,
whereas the Japanese, rely on non-verbal cues. With such a large cultural gap,
simply learning cultural protocols won’t build trusting, highly productive teams.
If cultural diversity is not managed well, your global business falls apart. When it

is managed well, however, powerful team synergies occur.

Natsuyo draws on her techniques as a competitive Latin ballroom dancer; using
the ability to leverage your partner’s strength as a team to create dynamic

performance. The exact same principles apply to global business.
In this presentation, you will learn the 3-step process to identify and embrace

your cultural and personal differences, allowing you to communicate effectively
across a global and local audience.
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Focusing On Creating Unparalleled Success

If you've been fearful about the uncertain times that we are living in and want to
win in spite of it all, this Webinar will provide you with the tools your need to
lean on your strengths and move into a greater of level of self-awareness and
FOCUS. Join Roberta Scott Pettis, president of FocusWorks Consulting Group

for an empowering session on the power of Focus, because Focus Works!

Roberta Pettis
Roundtable

Natsuyo Lipschutz
Workshop

Ballroom to Boardroom and Beyond
How to Communicate Effectively Beyond Differences

Rachel DeAlto
Roundtable

Building Better Relationships (Virtually and IRL)

“I miss people” is a phrase repeated often in 2020. We are biologically wired
for connection, and that inherent desire will never be subdued, even by a

pandemic. Strong relationships continue to be essential - professionally and
personally. The most successful individuals and businesses have learned the art

of connection and the importance of authentic relationships. 

Join relationship expert and media personality Rachel DeAlto for a roundtable
discussion on how you can continue to build better relationships in every area of

your life.



How to unleash your creative genius!

We tend to believe that famous innovators have some unique quality that the
rest of us don't have. But the truth is — they don’t. They've simply cracked the
code on how to consistently leverage the visionary genius that’s hidden inside

all of us. 

Innovation expert & Harvard instructor Susan Robertson draws on three decades
of experience, plus cutting-edge brain science, to reveal the secret of how to

unleash creative brilliance in yourself and your team
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The Secrets of Visionary Innovators

Susan Robertson
Workshop

Sarah Paikai
Campfire Story

Summer Camp Spoken Word

Sarah has curated an original and inspirational spoken word piece customized
for this Summer Camp.

Sondra Radcliffe
Campfire Story

Boxes Are for Objects, Not People.
Stop Letting People Put Boundaries on What You Can

Accomplish.

The world is full of people who confine themselves to their comfort zone but
their boundaries are not yours and you should not make yourself smaller, or

settle for less than your full dream and vision for your life just because someone
else is incapable of seeing that vision for you. Do not let other define your

boundaries or put limitations on what you are capable of; boxes are for objects,
not people!
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Success Mastery with Blind Confidence

This talk will discuss how we often rely on our sight and visual cues instead of
focusing on our vision to be our true guide for success.

--Constantly looking for visual cues leads us to be half committed which causes
us to fail ahead of time

--What this looks like and how it shows up in our everyday life
--How to ask ourselves better questions to move us forward and achieve any

goal
Dr. Yashika Dooley

Campfire Story

Suzanne Adams
Morning Activity

Quantum Leap, Activation and Meditation

Collapse time, space and reality to manifest your highest potential and make a
quantum leap into your big dreams starting NOW! Suzanne will guide you to
connect to the highest version of yourself using the laws of energetics and
quantum mechanics to clear out the old and bring in the larger visions your

heart and soul are excited to deliver to you. All you have to do to have this next
level experience is join us.

Vonne Jacobs
Campfire Story

Living My Life Like It's Golden:
How I Found Fulfillment When I Stopped Chasing Success

A redemption story about how I came to understand that I was suffocating
under the weight of living my life based on everyone else's expectations, and
the freedom that I found when I stopped doing things out of obligation and

started pursuing my heart's desires.


